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"Set the stage for literacy success with these just-right books kids can read all by themselves! This red book inclueds 25 titles, each targeting
a key sight word : the, of, and, a, to, etc. The books' real-world topics and simple text are super-engaging to make mastering these mustknow words easy and fun. Teaches these sight words: the, of, and, a, to, in, is, you, that, it, he, was, for, on, are, as, with, his, they, I, at, be,
this, have, from." -Little Leveled Readers are not too easy or too hard-but just right! That's because they have been carefully evaluated by a reading specialist
to correlate with Guided Reading Level C. Inside you'll find 75 storybooks (5 copies of 15 titles) on topics children love, which makes them
perfect for group learning. Includes a mini-teaching guide.
Winner:2016 Montana Treasure State AwardNominee:NY State Charlotte Award list, 2015-16Alabama Camellia Award list 2014-15, Grade
2-3 DivisionAlthough Matty's art teacher has warned him that too much glue never dries, Matty loves glue. After all, he and his dad make
oodles of glue projects at home. One day during art class, Matty finds the fullest bottles of glue, and the fun begins. With a squeeze and a
plop, Matty pours a lake of glue before belly-flopping right in the middle and finds himself stuck to the desk. When Matty's dad arrives at the
school, instead of being mad, he celebrates his son's creativity and calls him a work of art. With vibrant language and artwork and a wild, silly
plot, Too Much Glue is sure to appeal to all children who love to get messy.
Contains twenty-five books about a variety of subjects that encourage beginning readers.
Here is the complete, 4-box set, of our Little Leveled Readers collections--Levels A-D! Each contains 75 storybooks (5 copies each of 15
titles) on topics kids love. Perfect for group learning! A step-by-step, book-by-book program that guides children through the early stages of
reading. Each book, carefully evaluated by a reading specialist to correlate with the Guided Reading Levels, is leveled to address the early
stages of a child’s reading development. Inside each box set you’ll find 75 storybooks (5 copies of 15 titles) on topics children love, which
makes them perfect for group learning. Each set also includes a mini-teaching guide. For use with .
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are operating again after centuries of silence, and religion professor
Robert Langdon is called in to assist with the case.
"Just the right level for beginning readers"--Container.
Twelve 16-page books about favorite animal topics, featuring three lines of text per page to help children step up to the next reading level
with ease. Includes activity book with one activity sheet for each title in the set.
Shares twelve humorous stories with simple sentences for beginning readers.
First Little Readers Parent Pack: Guided Reading Level A25 Irresistible Books That Are Just the Right Level for Beginning ReadersScholastic
Teaching Resources
Contains twenty-five books that contain fifty common sight words and one workbook with activities, practice pages, and games.
The books in Bob Books Set 2 - Advancing Beginners provide your new reader with more material at the beginning level. These twelve
stories in mostly three-letter words build confidence for the very youngest readers. Simple text combined with slightly longer stories builds
reading stamina. Elements of humor and surprise keep childrenÕs interest high. Add Bob Books Set 2 to your collection for invaluable
beginning reading practice. Reading this foundation set help children master basic phonics before they advance to consonant blends. Inside
this eBook youÕll find: - 12 easy-to-read books, 16 pages each - Mostly two and three letter words (C-V-C words) - Can be "sounded out"
(phonics based) - Limited sight words - 20 to 30 words per book
Build early literacy with comics! New readers will love these laugh-out-loud books with very easy text in speech balloons. They'll also adore
the zany cast of characters: monsters, owls, superheroes, pigs, pumpkins, and more! This big set-correlated with guided reading levels A&Bhas 100 just-right books (5 copies of 20 titles). It also includes a comprehensive teaching guide packed with reading tips and skill-building
reproducibles. A giggle-fueled way to motivate every child you teach!
Jumpstart reading success with this irresistible collection of 125 little books that introduce and reinforce the first 50 must-know sight words!
Each set includes a sturdy storage box stocked with 5 copies of 25 delightful tales each presenting 2 high-frequency words in a predictable
format. The companion teaching guide includes activities, reproducible practice pages, easy assessment forms and mini-book versions of all
25 tales. That's everything you need to help every child learn how to read and write these key words once and for all.
Sight words are common words that appear again and again in your childrenÕs reading material. Knowing these words Òby sightÓ is
essential for reading fluency. This set provides practice at the beginning reading level, and introduces 30 of the most common and easy sight
words. Our method makes the process of learning to recognize sight words very simple for the young reader. Consistent short vowels and
simple stories mean children sound out (decode) the story, and learn only three sight words per book. With plenty of repetition and context
clues, your young reader will quickly master early sight words with Bob Books Sight Words - Kindergarten. Inside this eBook youÕll find: - 10
easy-to-read, hilarious small books, 12 pages each - All stories told in three and four letter words, plus sight words - Consistent short vowels
mean easy decoding in the rest of the story - Three new sight words introduced in each book
Get children on the road to reading success with this collection of e-storybooks written to correlate with Guided Reading Levels A, B, and C.
Each e-storybook features engaging illustrations that support simple and predictable text designed to build young readers’ confidence.
Includes four CDs that feature 35 Level A, 35 Level B, and 35 Level C books—all with audio read-aloud and text highlighting—plus
downloadable PDFs of the each mini-book. A companion guide includes teaching strategies, activities, quick assessments, and reproducible
versions of the mini-books. For use with Grades PreK-2.
Engaging, predictable stories--written to correlate with Guided Reading Levels A-D--that include high-frequency words, rhyme, repetition, and
supportive illustrations! Boxed sets include: - 100 full-color, 8-page books (5 copies of 20 titles) - 32-page teaching guide - Sturdy storage unit
“To read Maggie Smith is to embrace the achingly precious beauty of the present moment.” —Time From the award-winning poet and
bestselling author of Keep Moving and Good Bones, a stunning poetry collection that celebrates the beauty and messiness of life. With her
breakout bestseller Keep Moving, Maggie Smith captured the nation with her “meditations on kindness and hope” (NPR). Now, with
Goldenrod, the award-winning poet returns with a powerful collection of poems that look at parenthood, solitude, love, and memory. Pulling
objects from everyday life—a hallway mirror, a rock found in her son’s pocket, a field of goldenrods at the side of the road—she reveals the
magic of the present moment. Only Maggie Smith could turn an autocorrect mistake into a line of poetry, musing that her phone “doesn’t
observe / the high holidays, autocorrecting / shana tova to shaman tobacco, / Rosh Hashanah to rose has hands.”? Slate called Smith’s
“superpower as a writer” her “ability to find the perfect concrete metaphor for inchoate human emotions and explore it with empathy and
honesty.” The poems in Goldenrod celebrate the contours of daily life, explore and delight in the space between thought and experience, and
remind us that we decide what is beautiful.
These adorable little books, written to correlate with Guided Reading Level A, are just right for beginning readers! The simple, predictable
stories on favorite topics such as birthdays, pets, friendship, and favorite foods include high-frequency words, rhyming, repetition, and
supportive illustrations that give emergent readers the help they need to get a great start in reading! For use with Grades K-1.
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A collection of reissued stories with simple vocabulary featuring Dick, Jane, and other familiar characters.
Learning phonics is fun with this big collection of easy-to-read nonfiction books about children's favorite animals--from bugs to apes, frogs to
whales! Inside the sturdy little box, you'll find 24 photo-filled titles that target and teach short vowels, long vowels, blends, and more. Includes
a mini-workbook, motivating stickers, and a handy parent guide filled with quick tips to help your child become an able, agile reader. An
incredible value! For use with Grades PreK-2.

Motivate your growing reader with this set of 16 super-fun, 16-page storybooks correlated with guided reading levels E &
F! Includes a tip-filled parent guide.
Jump-start reading success with this big collection motivating storybooks correlated with Guided Reading Level D. Most
pages of these full-color storybooks feature just two or three lines of simple, repetitive text to help children learn to read
with ease and confidence. Includes a tip-filled parent guide.
Mother and child ponder the different ways a dinosaur can say goodnight, from slamming his tail and pouting to giving a
big hug and kiss, in a picture book featuring ten sleepy dinosaurs which includes the names of each dinosaur on the end
papers.
Little Leveled Readers are not too easy or too hard—but just right! That’s because they havebeen carefully evaluated by
a reading specialist to correlate with Guided Reading Level A. Inside you’ll find 75 storybooks (5 copies of 15 titles) on
topics children love, which makes them perfect for group learning. Includes a mini-teaching guide. For use with Grades
PreK-2.
Twenty kid-pleasing little books plus a teaching guide packed with lessons, tips, and literacy-boosting reproducible.
Correlates with Guided Reading Level B!
"Each book features simple text, decodable words, strong picture cues, and one to six lines of text per page to promote
reading confidence and success"-Set your child on the path to reading success with this exciting collection of little books on favorite science topics: sea
turtles, ladybugs, chicks, ice cream, sea turtles, and many more. These level D books feature engaging photos paired
with simple text and are just right for readers who can sound out some words. Includes a mini-activity book, motivating
stickers, and parent tips. A great way to help children step up to the next reading level with ease. For use with Grades
PreK-1.
GRADES PK–1/ESL/SPANISH:With age-appropriate activities, this beginning Spanish workbook helps children build knowledge
and skills for a solid foundation in Spanish. INCLUDES: This book features easy-to-follow instructions for lessons on the alphabet,
parts of speech, days, months, expressions, and more! Also includes a Spanish-English glossary for total skill mastery.
ENGAGING: This spanish workbook for kids combines colorful images with fun, focused activities to entertain and engage children
while they grasp important concepts and skills for eventual language fluency. HOMESCHOOL FRIENDLY: This elementary
Spanish workbook for kids is a great learning resource for at home or in the classroom and allows parents to supplement their
children's learning in the areas they need it most. WHY CARSON DELLOSA: Founded by two teachers more than 40 years ago,
Carson Dellosa believes that education is everywhere and is passionate about making products that inspire life's learning
moments.
Learning the alphabet is fun with these easy-to-read books on kids' favorite topics from apples to zebras! Inside this sturdy little
box, you'll find 26 photo-filled nonfiction titles that target and teach the shape and sound of each letter PLUS a mini-activity book,
motivating stickers, and more. A one-stop resource to teach your child the ABCs so they can soar as readers! For use with Grades
PreK-2.
This delightful set, correlated with guided reading levels E & F, is packed with 16 just-right titles plus a parent guide, workbook,
and stickers.
Connecting deeply with our kids can be difficult in our busy, technology-driven lives. Reading aloud offers us a chance to be fully
present with our children. It also increases our kids’ academic success, inspires compassion, and fortifies them with the inner
strength they need to face life’s challenges. As Sarah Mackenzie has found with her own six children, reading aloud long after
kids are able to read to themselves can deepen relationships in a powerful way. Founder of the immensely popular Read-Aloud
Revival podcast, Sarah knows first-hand how reading can change a child’s life. In The Read-Aloud Family, she offers the
inspiration and age-appropriate book lists you need to start a read-aloud movement in your own home. From a toddler’s wonder to
a teenager’s resistance, Sarah details practical strategies to make reading aloud a meaningful family ritual. Reading aloud not
only has the power to change a family—it has the power to change the world.
Presents fifteen popular folk and fairy tales, including "The Ugly Duckling," "The Three Little Pigs," and "Goldilocks and the Three
Bears."
In this book, Dr. Billings shares the "secret sauce" which has made the Acellus Learning System a game changer for thousands of
schools coast-to-coast.Acellus makes a science of the learning process. It contains tools to recover discouraged studentsand to
accelerate the learning process.In these pages, the author shares the tools, the techniques, and the magic of Acellus that is
changingeducation, discussing important aspects of the system: - What is Acellus? - How does it work? - What happens when a
student gets stuck?- How does Acellus accelerate the learning process?Dr. Maria Sanchez, Chairman International Academy of
Science
Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find out what inspired the forthcoming film blockbuster Oz: The Great and Powerful
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